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IDEAS BANK

The Nature
of Strengths

Whether you’re teaching children
about ecosystems or working with
adults to challenge stereotypes,
nature offers endless inspiration
for learning and reflection.
In this month’s Ideas Bank, take
a wise walk on the wild side with
The Nature of Strengths.
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Taking steppes forward

All kinds of treasure

The Literary Therapist: NEW

Journey to Mongolia, where The Bears are
dissolving language barriers to promote
mental health among young people.

Desert islands, masked feelings and a roofraising orchestra? Ah, it’s a salty tale from
Adelaide inspired by Captain Grumpy!

It’s back! The Literary Therapist is on
again in October. Head to our workshops
page to find out more.
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Ideas

Bank
The Nature of

Strengths

The natural world inspires and sustains us in every aspect
of our lives, from food to art, medicine to engineering.
While surprising and elegant innovations can arise from
observing nature, so too can qualities that build resilience
in the human spirit.

Opposites attract
Facilitators and teachers may notice that some cards in The Nature of
Strengths form a natural pair because the phrases on them seem to
be opposites. For example: ‘Blending In’ and ‘Standing Out’; ‘Holding
On’ and ‘Letting Go’; ‘Standing Solid’ and ‘Walking on Air’; ‘Listening
Well’ and ‘Speaking Out’, or ‘Taking Care’ and ‘Taking Chances’.

The Nature of Strengths is about discovering these qualities and
imagining how we can apply them in our lives. Use the cards with
children and adults to explore strengths and stories, metaphors and
ideas to enhance learning, self-awareness and appreciate nature’s
infinite variety.

These pairings can be fruitfully used to promote reflection, insight
and dialogue—and it can be fascinating to observe how perspectives
and interpretations vary from person to person. Conversation starters
might include:
• Choose two cards that represent ‘opposite’ strengths to you.
Can you share a story about a time when you used each of
these strengths?

Stereotypes, myths and legends
Sometimes the strengths of plants and animals depicted on these
cards may surprise you. A hyena, for example, is considered an
unattractive or even evil creature in some cultures, but in The
Nature of Strengths we discover that hyenas have big hearts!

• Have you ever experienced a time when you decided to change
from one strength to the opposite?
• How do you know when to use each of these strengths?

Facilitators and educators can use the cards for conversations that
gently open us to the assumptions and stereotypes we form, often
based on age, gender, race, socio-economic background
or profession.

• Is one of these strengths more natural to you than the other?
For example, do you sometimes find it easier to ‘hold on’ than to
‘let go’?
• If you were to pick another creature or plant to illustrate each
of these strengths, what would they be?

• Which cards do you think have a surprising match between the
image and the strength identified? What makes the match
surprising? Are there particular ideas or assumptions you had
already formed about a particular creature or plant?

Create your own naturalist’s notebook
The Nature of Strengths’ watercolour illustrations are designed to
evoke the drawings and studies of early naturalists and explorers. In
the classroom, they can be used to inspire students to create their
own naturalist’s notebook.

• Looking at yourself, are there strengths you don’t identify with?
Can you think of a time when you have actually demonstrated this
strength? What if you were to become known for this strength?
What would you be doing more of?

• Ask students to research well-known natural history illustrations
from museums, art books, and galleries. What styles of painting
or drawing do they notice? Is there a style they might want to
emulate? Or will they use a style of their own to depict their
plants and animals?

• Pick a creature or plant you don’t immediately warm to. Research
this creature or plant and see if you can use this information to
identify one of their strengths. Create a phrase that describes
this strength.
Team-building and leadership
Use the cards as a refreshing window into the strengths of teams and
leadership. For example, you may like to contemplate the cards that
will be important strengths for a project you are already working on or
about to begin.

• Ask students to study an area of ground, parkland, playground
or backyard and record and sketch some of the plants, insects or
animals that live there.
• Are students able to identify or research how the habitat has
changed over the years. What impact have humans had?
What impact are humans having now? Are there any species
that are in danger?

• Which 3 (or more) cards do you think are important strengths in
effective leadership?
• Thinking of a team you are part of, which card do you associate
with each person on the team?
• Which 3 cards represent qualities you are able to bring to the team?
• Can you select a card that identifies a style of leadership you think
your project, position or team needs right now?

Sometimes the strengths of plants and animals
depicted on these cards may surprise you.

THE NATURE OF STRENGTHS
Author: Karen Masman Bedford
Illustrator & designer: Robyn Spicer
28 laminated cards, 130mm x 190mm
Polypropylene box with a booklet
of suggested activities
ISBN: 978 1 920945 73 2

Product Code: 4938
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$49.50 inc. GST

‘He who wants to build high must dig deep.’
Mongolian proverb

In the

Spotlight

Taking steppes forward
with

The Bears

The Bears have left paw prints all around the world, from Nepal to Budapest,
Finland to Japan. Now, social worker and international aid volunteer Kate Miller
has been championing our ursine friends in Mongolia. Our special thanks to
Kate for sharing her story and beautiful photos.

some training based on that program for local professionals working
with children and young people. Thus, the ‘Changing the Tune on
Mental Health’ program was born!

Mongolia is a land of perpetual blue sky, hills, steppes and desert.
In the north, where I’ve been living, we have temperatures as high
as 25°C with lows of -40°C. It is the most diverse climate I have
ever lived in—and as someone coming from Australia, that’s saying
something!

As part of the program, we ran a pilot project with a group of about
20-25 school students, most of them aged 13-15 years old. We
had a mixed group—more girls than boys—and the goal of the
4-session program was to help the students develop a more positive
understanding of mental health. We wanted to inspire them to try
to raise awareness and make changes within their community, and
even to develop their own community awareness program.

It is also a country that is very proud of its cultural heritage. Chinggis
Khan (better known to Westerners as Genghis Khan) has his face
on every kind of item, from toilet paper to vodka. But cultural pride
can sometimes be a downfall. A large proportion of the older, adult
population doesn’t speak or read English at any level, which limits
their ability to access resources, especially resources that can help
them in developing their professional practice.

In Mongolia there is a lot of pressure on young people to make
decisions about their futures early on. In one session we discussed
stressors for teenagers which triggered lots of discussion, causing
me to realise just how much pressure they’re under at this stage
of development. For young men and women there are also vastly
different gender expectations, which can increase the level of stress
they experience. Male children are often pushed into more physically
demanding jobs, while female children are encouraged to study
hard and go to university. In fact, when we ran the pilot, some of the
students had to skip sessions because it was exam time.

I started my current assignment in Darkhan, a small city in the north
of Mongolia, in August 2014. My role involved running a series of
workshops on mental health with local school social workers. Back
in Australia, I’d developed a program to educate parents with mental
health issues, so my colleagues in Darkhan asked if I could facilitate

‘Fortunately, at the last minute I’d chosen
to bring The Bears with me to Mongolia,
and I found the cards to be fantastic in
encouraging the students to explore their
emotions at the start of each session.’

Fortunately, at the last minute I’d chosen to bring The Bears with me
to Mongolia, and I found the cards to be fantastic in encouraging the
students to explore their emotions at the start of each session. With
Mongolia’s rapidly changing economic environment, there’s a lot of
pressure for young people to make decisions based on their capacity
to bring home cash, rather than choosing a career based on work
they enjoy. The cards also helped me to understand which students
were not in particularly positive frames of mind.
Continued next page…
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From previous page…

One of my experiences in Darkhan involved a very young child
who wasn’t communicating at all with local police. I brought
the cards out as a way to break the ice, but they ended up
completely changing the outcome of the interview. The child
used The Bears to describe each of the people involved in the
incident, and eventually became comfortable enough to speak
to a female officer. The only problem we had was that the child
wanted to keep the card that she’d used to describe herself, as
a bit of a totem I suppose, so now we’re down to 47 in the set!

The Bears and I first met when I was still a student at the University
of Queensland. In 2007, during my first social work placement, I
attended training on suicide and self-harm. I saw The Bears and
knew I’d use them over and over again in my practice. The money
was worth it, even on my student budget! I’ve since used them for
child protection work in Australia, in Nepal with children of prisoners
and now in Mongolia. Here, I’ve also used them in workshops with
adults, meetings with colleagues and interviews with children who
have witnessed domestic violence. They’ve proven helpful in crossing
linguistic boundaries with people of all ages!
Following the success of the pilot program in Darkhan, and with the
help of the senior school social workers here, we’ve since taken the
Changing the Tune on Mental Health program to the governor of
the local aimag (province). It’s been agreed that this program will
be included as part of a new life-skills curriculum for high school
students. My counterpart, Byambaa, took down the English version
that I’d developed, and has translated it into Mongolian. Eventually,
once the entire program is ready to print, it will be distributed to
school social workers around the town.

necessities such as fruit and vegies) often involve traversing crowds
of humans, dogs and horses—a little bit of a change from running up
to the local Woolies!
Seeing as I’m returning to Australia, I’m leaving my set of The Bears
with my colleagues. The students in the pilot group really enjoyed
using the cards, so I think they’ll be a useful resource for the social
workers here. The Bears is a resource that allows those of us
working in countries where language barriers exist to still connect
with our fellow human beings on a deeper level, allowing social work
to actually work. For international aid work, the card set is small
enough that you can carry them with you—and they don’t cost you
anything in excess baggage!

While a lot of volunteers who travel to Mongolia are placed in the
capital city and have a very different experience to mine, living in
the countryside has been the most delightful part of my assignment.
My walk to work includes apartment buildings, a giant Buddha statue,
gers (traditional, circular dwellings made of wood and felt) and
horses. My trips to the black market (where I go for my basic

In the

Mailbag

Nada Stadtlander works as a life coach with children,
young people and adults in Auckland, New Zealand.
Recently she’s been using The Bears with a group
of 7-year-olds to explore feelings. Here’s her activity:
To begin with, I space all the cards out on a table so
they are ready when the children come in. They are
encouraged to pick a card to illustrate how they could
be feeling today. I pick one too. We then sit in a circle
with our bears facing outwards so everyone can see
them. We start with one child (let’s call her Sally)
and I ask the group ‘Who thinks they know what
Sally’s bear is feeling?’ There are usually quite a few
suggestions. Then I ask Sally ‘Is that what your bear
is feeling?’ and let the child say yes or no. I give team
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points (girls vs boys) for each feeling that the children
suggest. If no one can guess after a few suggestions,
I ask the child ‘Would you like to tell us what your
bear is feeling?’
They really love to play this game and it helps them
to learn how to recognise and name different feelings.
I’m looking forward to trialling more of your resources
in the future!
Nada Stadtlander, jewelswithinyou.com

‘Sibling relationships are complicated.
All family relationships are. Look at Hamlet.’
Maurice Saatchi

In the

Spotlight

All kinds of

treasure

We first met Belinda Ryan in 2012 when she’d developed
a pilot program using our picture book, The Wrong Stone,
for siblings of children who have a life-limiting illness. An
Art Therapist with the Women’s and Children’s Hospital in
Adelaide, Belinda works with the Paediatric Palliative Care
Unit. This month we spoke to Belinda and discovered her
original pilot program is now a fixture with a whole new
cast of characters. Move over stones, it’s time for pirates!
Having a brother or sister with life-limiting illness is a hugely emotional
experience that can leave siblings feeling isolated, guilty, frustrated
and anxious. What began as a one-off workshop to help these siblings
connect with each other and share experiences has evolved into a
biannual event, run by the Unit during every second school holiday.
‘This project has become a part of what we do now,’ Belinda explains,
with children from bereaved and non-bereaved families encouraged
to participate.

With their desert island complete, Belinda read Captain Grumpy to
the children, using the story to lead a discussion about what made
the children unhappy, the pressures they experienced, and how
grumpiness can be the result of many other feelings. A mask-making
activity followed with masks created to show feelings rather than
characters. ‘The masks, for example, bring the things they’re worried
about to the surface’, she advises, and also help the children to
acknowledge how emotions can be hidden from the world.

Part of the workshops’ success is due to the strong focus on
creativity and storytelling, which Belinda nurtures by coordinating
the activities around a particular theme. ‘The use of story is really
powerful,’ she stresses, ‘It is such a good way to communicate.’
This year, the workshops have taken on a distinctly nautical aspect
with Innovative Resources’ picture book Captain Grumpy chosen as
the thematic starting point.

‘Then we had a big jam session!’ Belinda laughs. In the story, Captain
Grumpy’s discovery of music is the catalyst for big changes in his life.
In parallel with the narrative, the children invented all kinds musical
instruments as part of an exploration of coping skills and the things
that helped them get through tough times. Tin cans, rain makers,
clapstick, shakers made from cardboard tubes and pretend guitars
were just a few of the instruments in the orchestra!

Captain Grumpy, Belinda explains, was ideal because its narrative
speaks to many of the emotions siblings experience: isolation, worry
and apprehension, and feeling left out as a result of attention given
to a sick brother or sister. The picture book could also be adapted
in all kinds of ways to support the workshop’s five goals: to help
siblings express feelings, connect with others going through similar
experiences, feel special, develop coping strategies, and, most
importantly, to have fun!

The day closed with an affirmations exercise and the children
‘created what they would take from the island.’ There were also
Strength Card stickers on hand, and each sibling was given a sheet
of stickers to share and gift to the other children. It became the most
personal and poignant activity of the day when the children starting
putting stickers directly onto each other’s chest. Finally, all the
siblings received their own copy of Captain Grumpy along with
a goodie bag.

In fact, fun was the first order of the day at the Unit’s most recent
workshop. The first task for the group of sixteen children, aged 7-12,
was to get to know each other while working together to create a
desert island. Their stock of materials included corks, pinecones,
stones and popsicles. ‘A couple of kids created rafts,’ Belinda recalls.
Others spotted ‘gems’ among the materials and imagined a
treasure chest.

Thanks to the success of Belinda’s program for children, she
and her colleagues have now established an art-therapy-based
Bereaved Mothers’ Group—and plans are afoot for an adolescent
program for children aged 12+. Already she has run one workshop
with adolescents, which avoided introducing a central theme or
narrative in case it was perceived as too juvenile. The feedback was
a resounding, though: ‘We need a story!’ Will that story involve our
favourite pirate? Not necessarily, but the tale of Captain Grumpy has
undoubtedly made its mark. ‘It’s so simple yet so powerful,’ Belinda
enthuses, ‘The message is right there.’

Part of the workshop’s success is due to the
strong focus on creativity and storytelling,
which Belinda encourages by coordinating
the activities around a particular theme.
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Sneak

Peek
Walking the
Boundaries:

Released This Month

Exploring everyday ethics
in human services

Every human service profession and most organisations
have code of conduct guidelines.
But practitioners face a myriad of everyday ethical decisions regarding
both clients and colleagues that may not be clear-cut or defined by a
code of conduct.
The 80 Walking the Boundaries cards pose just some of the questions
that practitioners have to negotiate every day where there is rarely an
absolute right or wrong answer.
Walking the Boundaries has been designed by social workers for
all human service practitioners to consider. It is particularly relevant
to orientation processes for new staff, for supervision and for teambuilding.

AVAILABLE
ISBN: 978 1 920945 78 7
CAT NO. 4805
RRP: AU$49.50 (includes GST)
Author: Russell Deal
Designer: Mat Jones

If you want to immediately unleash hours of discussion and debate in
your team of practitioners open a pack of Walking the Boundaries and
stand back!

“The Gender Fairness
cards are brilliant.”
Rosie Batty, Family Violence Campaigner,
Australian of the Year 2015

Innovative Resources would like to thank Rosie Batty, who has
generously permitted her endorsement to be used to promote
the Gender Fairness cards. Rosie acquired her set of the cards
last year. ‘I have shared them with several people and they are
all very impressed’, she writes.

Congratulations, Trace!
Many SOON readers will know Trace Balla as the
illustrator of the heart-warming Angels cards. Trace
has also just won this year’s Readings Children’s
Book Prize for her debut book, Rivertime.
The Readings Children’s Book Prize recognises and celebrates books
that families love reading together (or that children can’t put down!).
The judges said:
‘It is unique, we love its artistry and it is a stunning debut that heralds
the arrival of an exciting new Australian author-illustrator. The attention
to detail in Rivertime is extraordinary, engrossing you in the exquisite
flora and fauna on each page as you follow the action. And then there
are the stunning double-page spreads that allow the eye to relax and
the brain to go ‘aaahh’.
Well done to Trace from everyone at Innovative Resources!
Rivertime is published by Allen & Unwin, 2014.
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Join Rosie’s campaign to end family violence by visiting
www.neveralone.com.au or donate at
www.lukebattyfoundation.com.au.

Workshops and

Become a Member of

Training

Walking the Boundaries

We really value our relationships with the teachers,
trainers and dedicated human service professionals
who use our products, and we’d like to reward our
loyal customers with the opportunity to join a new
membership scheme.

Walking the Boundaries is a one-day workshop built around
Innovative Resources’ recently released card set of the same
name. This interactive event will open up dynamic, reflective
conversations—conversations that will energise staff and enhance
cohesion and understanding in your teams.

Here is what you’ll receive for your free membership:

Get ready to explore common ethical dilemmas respectfully together.
Often, we simply assume that others share our own ethical stance!
We’ll also consider the impact of ethical decisions on clients
and workers. Plus, learn how reflective practice fosters ongoing
learning for workers, helping to prevent burn out and promote better
outcomes for clients.
Thursday 20 August, 9.30am-4pm

VENUE: Academic Centre, University College, 40 College
		
Crescent, Parkville (Melbourne)

To join, simply fill out the membership form
on our website. By joining you’ll agree to:
• receive discounts and special offers
• receive invitations to attend special events
• receive regular updates about our products
(but we won’t spam you!)
• participate in product development surveys

$297.00 (includes a set of Walking the Boundaries)

Strengths Approach Training

Sometimes ‘the problem’ can be all-consuming, making us feel
stuck and creating barriers to change. Strengths-based practice
refocuses our energies and attention by helping us identify, mobilise
and celebrate strengths. And everyone has strengths—they are
our qualities, capacities, relationships, values, stories, experiences,
skills and more. In this workshop with Andrew Shirres, we’ll explore
the principles and skills of strengths-based practice including: the
values and beliefs of the strengths approach, ‘power over’ vs ‘power
with’, the 5-column approach, and the skills of externalising, scaling,
reframing and normalizing.
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It’s back! The Literary Therapist is our interactive workshop that
uncovers the potential of creative writing to refresh our spirits,
open doorways for clients and be part of our repertoire of self-care
strategies. Join us to explore the importance and power of creative
writing as a tool for engaging with clients in counselling and in group
work, with colleagues in supervision and strategic planning, with
communities in teaching and presentations, and with ourselves
through our own critical reflection and self-care.

My, SOON readers do love a good puzzle!
We had a terrific response to our July giveaway
and a big thank you to everyone who entered
(including our entrant from Canada).
Congratulations to Sue Stergo,
who won the $50 voucher.
Of course, the correct answers were:
1. The Bears
2. Positive Parenting Cards
3. Strength Cards
4. Cars R Us
5. Ups and Downs
6. The Nature of Strengths

The workshop covers a wide range of practical, readily-useable
ideas, skills and prompts to bring writing alive in some very novel
ways, from moon writing to stretched listing. Perfect for anyone who
works with people and is passionate about writing … or would like to
be more so!
Monday 12 & Tuesday 13 October, 9.30am-4pm

VENUE: Buda Historic Homestead, Castlemaine, Victoria
COST:

WIN A

$385.00

Head to the Innovative Resources website
to find out more about these events and to register.
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We have a wintry

The Literary Therapist (2-day workshop)

DATE:

H

HH

$198.00
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COST:
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VENUE: Innovative Resources, 62 Collins Street,
		
Kangaroo Flat (Bendigo)

HH
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Giveaway

Tuesday 8 September, 9.30am-4pm

H
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SOON
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DATE:

Interested? Visit our website and go to the ‘Members’ page.
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COST:

10% discount on all purchases
Exclusive specials throughout the year
Discounts on training and workshop registrations
Invitations to exclusive member engagement events
Additional rewards for signing up new members
Our monthly online newsletter
The opportunity to test out new resources and
provide feedback

H

DATE:

•
•
•
•
•
•
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